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1. Introduction 
This paper establishes a connection between cyclic extensions of an algebraic 
number field F of prime degree p and certain relations in the ideal class group of 
the cyclotomic field F&J. For example, when F= Q, where Q is the rational field, 
it is known [7] that every ideal ‘3 in Q(ls,) satisfies the relation 
(a+ b)m am ----- 
n f&;Aw p p 
Osmsp 
(1.1) 
for every pair of integers a, br 0; where cc),,, E Gal(Q(cp) 1 Q) is the automorphism 
defined by LC),([~) =L$ and [-I is the greatest integer function. This ideal class 
relation is related to Stickelberger’s theorem [ 111: 
n w,‘(B)” = (0). (l-2) 
Olmlp 
In fact, if the norm N Q(ipj/Q(!3) =(4) where q is prime and q= 1 (modp), we 
define the pth power residue character x by setting x(O) = 0, and otherwise defining 
x(a) so that x(a) = a -@- l)‘p(mod U). Then let G(X) be the associated Gaussian sum 
(e.g., as in chapter IV of [6]). In (1.1) and (1.2), we may take 
@a,b = G(x")G(x~)/G(x"+~) 
and 0 = Go, respectively. Moreover, the field extension Q(i,, G(x)) contains a 
unique subfield K that is cyclic of degree p over Q. The extension K ) Q is tamely 
ramified and its discriminant is dK 1 Q = (q)P- ‘. Conversely, if q is any prime 
congruent o 1 (mod&, then (q)P- ’ is the discriminant of a cyclic extension K 1 Q 
of degree p, obtained as described above. 
For a general base field F, relations (1.1) and (1.2) are no longer true for arbitrary 
ideals in F(5,). However, we shall show that the cyclic extensions, K 1 F, of degree 
p, for which the ring of integers oh’ has a normal integral basis still correspond to 
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in F(&) that satisfy the relation (1.1) for all integers a, b L C. This 
can be &rived as a special case of the following more general result. Let K / F be 
cyclic of order p and let <‘/;u 1 F denote the set ql, q2, ..- , qnl of prime ideals in F that 
are tamely ramified in K. A well-known necessary condition for a prime ideal q to 
belong to some .U;, lF is that it splits completely in F(5,); thus each qi is the norm 
of some prime ideal Sri in F(Is,). Given a set Y’ of primes, each of which is the 
norm of some prime ideal in F&J, we may ask what additional restrictions are re- 
quired in order for there to exist a cyclic extension K 1 F of degree p such that either 
(a) .Y= ,:$+-; or (b) .Y = (i+, with K 1 F tamely ramified; or (c) .Y’= .yA’ 1F, where 
K 1 F has a normal integral basis. Let II = flQ,E , 91i, where the 3; are defined as 
above; the main result of this paper - Theorem 4.2 - is that each of these successive- 
ly stronger conditions on .;I can be formulated in terms of ideal class relations 
similar to (I .2) in which 0 satisfies successively stronger congruence properties. 
These results are obtained by first giving a general classification of Galois 
algebras with cyclic group of order p over integrally closed rings in which 2p is not 
a divisor of zero. This classification, in terms of congruence and Galois properties 
of the Lagrange resolvent of a normal basis generator, specializes, for Galois 
algebras with a normal integral basis, to a Stickelberger condition and a congruence 
condition on the resolvents. Childs [3] derived a similar congruence condition for 
Galois extensions with a normal basis over rings containing a pth root of unit. Our 
results, however, are valid with no assumptions on roots of unity and only require 
a mild restriction on ramification. Corollary 3.3 establishes the explicit connection 
between our results and Childs’ theorem. 
The occurrence of Stickelberger’s relation (1.2) suggests aconnection between our 
result and McCulloh’s characterization [9] of the stable isomorphism classes of 
bFG-modules that contain the ring of integers of some tamely ramified extension 
K 1 F with cyclic Galois group G of order p. 
2. Preliminary results 
Throughout this section, R will be a commutative ring with identity. Let RX be 
the set of elements that are not zero divisors, R* the quotient ring of R with respect 
to RX, and g(R) the units of R. If T> R is any extension ring, $3~ will denote the 
set of elements of T integral over R. We shall assume that 2p~ RX, and that R is 
integrally closed in R *. We also adjoin a formal pth root of unity to R, even if R 
already contains a root of unity. So let @(X) be the pth cyclotomic polynomial. The 
ring S= R[X]/(@(X)) has an R-basis consisting of 1, x, . . . , xpw2, where jE is the 
coset of X (mod G(X)). Moreover, c= x is a primitive pth root of unity and it 
satisfies all the standard properties, such as 
P= n u-C”). (2.1) 
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Now let TT = 1 - [, then (2.1) yields the ideal factorization 
(p)=(@-’ (2.2) 
in S. For any integer m relatively prime to p, there is a unique R-automorphism 
w,,, of S defined by w,,Jc) = [“‘. R is the fixed ring of the group Q of all such 
automorphisms (i.e., Sg = R). 
The following notation will be used throughout the paper. Let G be the cyclic 
group of order p, ;Ind fix a generator go. Let c be the character group generated 
by the character defined by xo(go) = c. We define the action of Q on G by the rule 
xr(go) =cw for all w EQ. In general, the action of the group ring Z[Q] on S will 
be indicated by the notation P, for XE S and cy E ZjQ]. Finally, for any x’ E S, let 
&= 1 +xX 
If A is a commutative, p.ssociative R-algebra with identity, then A is defined to 
be a commutative Galois R-algebra with group G if G acts on A as a group of 
automorphisms with fixed ring R and A s R[G] as R[G]-modules; that is, A has a 
normal basis as a free R-module. Then since AC = R, for any aE A the trace 
T4 (l?(Q) = Cg& g(a) belongs to R. We define the discriminant d(A 1 R) to be the 
coset of R/ #(R)2 containing the determinant of the matrix ( TA 1 R(a,a, $), where 
{ai : 1 r&p} is any R-basis. In particular, the discriminant can always be calcu- 
lated using a normal R-basis {g(ao) : g E G } . Since AC = TA I R(ao)R it fol’lows that 
TA lR(ao) E g(R), whence we may assume, as we shall throughout the paper, 
that TA 1 R(aO) = 1. The purpose of this section is to give an arithmetic haracteriza- 
tion of the set . 1 (R, G) of isomorphism classes of commutative Galois algeblras A
satisfying the condition d(A 1 R) E R “/( ~I(R))~. If A satisfies this condition, then 
[S, Chapter 13, Theorem 4.71 A is a Galois extension if and on9y if 
d(A 1 R) E ,)/(R)i( s?(R))~. Conversely, Chase and Rosenberg [2] show that an 
isomorphism class consisting of Galois extensions having normal integral bases 
belongs to v f (R, G), since every Galois extension with cyclic Galois group is com- 
mutative. If, for example, K 1 F is an extension of algebraic number fields with 
Gal(K 1 F) z G, then cls(&) E . 1 (OF, G) if and only if s)~ has a normal Q-basis. 
Moreover, if cls(bK) E . 1 (QF, G), then QK is a Galois extension if and only if K 1 F 
is unramified. 
Now let T>R be any ring extending R. For a= l;,,c; agg in the group ring 
T[G], and any character XE (? we define the resolvent 
(a 1 xl = % xk)a, E WI. 
KEG 
2.3. Lemma. Let cls(A) E . 1 (R, G), and let a0 E A generate a normal R-basis. [f 
a= &EC gCao)g, then 
(a) (aIx)%S for al/x&, 
and 
W 
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Proof. An easy computation shows that g((a 1 x)) =x-*(g)@ 1 x) for all g E G, and SO 
(a 1 x)” belongs to (A@, S)G=S. This proves (a). 
Now {g(aO) : g E G } is a normal basis for A 1 R and so we have 
d(A IR)=det{TA/R[g(110)‘h(110)1} 
= det c k- * g(aO) l k- ’ h(aO) 
keG 1 = det [go ‘gi@J2. 
Now the matrix [g,‘g$(@] has an eigenvector [x(l), x(go), .. . , x(s,“- t )] and eigen- 
values (a Ix) for each x E c. Hence, det[giig&z,J] = n,,,(a I x), and (b) follows. 
Our approach will be to find arithmetic properties that characterize the resolvent 
powers (a ] x)P. For this purpose we require a refinement of the characterization of 
Galois R-algebras given in [2]. If A is a Galois R-algebra with Galois group G, then 
multiplication in A is uniquely defined by the equations 
Thus to A we associate an element uA = 1 ~g,,gZ(g@g2) of the group ring NG21= 
Chase and Rosenberg characterize lements of R[G2] arising from Galois algebras 
in this wa.y. The next proposition specializes their result to those algebras A for 
which cls(A) E .Z (R, G), and is valid for any finite group G. 
2.4. Proposition. For i= 0, 1,2 define linear maps Ai : R[G] + R[G’] by setting 
Al(g)=g@g, do(x)= l@x and A2(x)=x@l for ail geG and XE R[G]. If A is a 
Galois R-algebra with Galois group G, then cls(A) E e $1 (R, G) if and only if there is 
an integral extension rir?g T > R such that 
uA = Ao(a&(a)/dl (a), 
for some aE TIGIX with 1 a, = + 1. Moreover, if ds(Ai) E e 4 (R, G) for i = 1,2 then 
cl~(Al) = cl~(A,) if and only if ala;’ E &(R[G]), where ai corresponds to Ai as 
above in Lemma 2.3. 
The first part of this result is essentially Theorem 1 of [8], where it is shown that 
we may take T= A and a= C REG g(ao)g. The condition on UA is equivalent o the 
matrix equation (8) in reference [8]. The requirement hat alat’ E @(R[G]) is a 
reformulation of the coboundary condition for isomorphic Galois algebras given in 
M. 
Remark. The first part of Proposition 2.4 says that cls(A) E .N(R, G) if and only if 
A@, T* is a trivial Galois algebra over T*; that is, if it is a direct product of 1 G 1 
copies of T*. We shall use the result in this form. 
Orzech [lo] showed that for any abelian group the equivalence classes of Galois 
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extensions having a normal basis forms a group under the Harrison product, de- 
fined by cls(A ,,) - cls(&) = cls((A 1 OR L&)~), where H= {g@g-- *: g E G }. For cyclic 
G we have noted that . I (R, G) contains these isomorphism classes; the product 
operation can ihen be extended to all of. j (R, G) to form a semigroup. For suppose 
cls(A,) E . 1 i;R, t3) for i = 1,2, and let T be chosen as in the proposition so that 
Ai& T * are trivial Galois I;“-algebras. Then if T contains both TI and TZ, we 
have that 
A,A2& T*=(A,@, T*). (A,& T*) 
is a trivial Galois T*-algebra; whence cls(A, A,) E. f (R, G). This result holds for 
any finite abelian group G. 
We now return to the arithmetic characterization of resolvents. Suppose 
cls(A) E. 1 (R, G) and aOe A generates a normal basis with T,&ao) = 1. Let 
As = AOR S and consider the eigenspaces 
A s,~ = {z E As: g(z) = [(g)z for all g E G } 
under the action of G. Straightforward computations how that A,, = (a 1 x-‘)S 
for each x E G, A,, l As,wCAs_xu, and (a 1 xr) E A,,;?. Hence the elements O(m) = 
(a 1 xJVa 1 x6) b e ong 1 to S and satisfy the congruence O(m)= 1 (mod 71). 
Moreover, the elements 
O(m + n) (~Ixo”MIxn”) 
O(m)@(n) = (a ) x2 + “) 
are also in S. l 
Now let Asa = A& S*. Then {g(ao): ge G) 1s an S*-basis of As*, and since 
l/p ES*, the orthogonality relations on the characters how that {(a 1 x): x E c > is 
an S*-basis of As*. Since the O(m) are units of S*, ((a 1 x0)“‘: m = 0, . . . , p - 1) is 
also a basis of As*. Thus As* = S[X]/(F’- O(p))). All of these basis elements, and 
the O(m), are completely determined by ao. On the other hand, all the other 
basis elements, including ao, are determined by (a 1 x0). For the basis {(a I xr): 
m =0, . . . , p - 1) this is obvious; for {(a I x): x E G } it follows, since (a [ x;)I ) = 
(a 1 xp)=(a 1 xo)“~. (Recall that o,,(c) =c”.) Also, since the (a i ,$‘J are determined 
by (a I x0), so are the O(m) for m = 0, . . . , p - 1. It follows that for all g E G, g(ao) = 
(l/p)* C,,,x%Malx) is also determined by (alxo). Thus the correspondence of
a0 to (al x)~ is bijective modulo roots of unity. 
We can now summarize the arithmetic properties that characterize these resolvenl 
powers. Let ‘d(R, G) be the set of all 8~ S$ satisfying the following properties: 
(Vm) E S,P for all m 2 0, 
’ The algebra C, As, x is the Kummer order .uw the (a 1~) are a Kummer basis as defined by A. 
Frijhlich, The module structure of Kummer extersicrns over Dedekind domains, J. Reimc .4ngrw. l\lath. 
209 (1962) 39-53. 
~unditi~n fa) states that [a 1~~~~~ b ~~~s to (a} ~0” )S and is ~~uiv~e~t to the cm- 
dition that the algebra S*[X~k’(X~-- 0) has an action by $2 that ~u~~~tes with G, 
and hence arises from an ~~aa~g~bra~ ~~nditiu~ (b) says that the Keeper basis 
elements ~~~~~~) ~Qrres~unding to (a 1~~~ form the basis of an algebra defined 
over S. ~ina~~y~ ~unditi~~ @) implies that au =p-’ e ~~~~~~~ 1x6) is integral Over R, 
~e~~r~s. (1) It can be shown that x#, G) is a ~u~tip~i~ativ~ sg igru~p. 
(2) Under certain ~ir~~~sta~~~s (e.g*, see $.I), ~unditiuns (a) and (b) t~g~thgr 
imply fc), 
WC: have already shown that (a 1~~~~ E ~~~~, G); the converse is aXso true9 as the 
next ~ru~usiti~n shows, 
Proof. Suppose A is given. We have already shown that lb= (a 1 ~#E %‘(R, C). By 
Proposition 2.4, &(A I) = cls(Az) if and only if a2 = eq with Ed ‘V(R[G]). Thus 
&(A 1) = &(A~), which implies (~2 1 x> = (e 1 #al ) x) fur r;aU KE G, where (e 1 x) E S, 
and su g is well-defined, 
We now show that p is surjective. Let BE %‘(R9 E) and define g(@)=x&-*)D, 
so 6 acts as a group of S*-auto~urphis~s of S*[Xj/(P- O), as in the standard 
Kummer theory. Therefore, a o = (1 /p) ~~~~(~)~/~~~) is integral uver R, since 
~~~)~/~~~))~ = OWm is integral fur each m, and the s~~rnation is divisibk by p 
according to condition (c). The elements {g(a& g E C 1 clearly form a normal 
S*-basis, for if we set a= CxEC; g(Qg, then a simple calculation shows that 
(a Ix;,)‘) = H(m) _ ’ (i,iTQrtf. U sing Lemma 2.3 it follows that the discriminant of the set 
{g(a(,): g E G } is a unit in S* and so the elements are independent. Now, the surjec- 
tivity of p will follow if we prove that do(a)d2(a)/dI(a) = II belongs to R[C’], for 
then the Chase-Rosenberg correspondence associates u with a galois R-algebra A 
and, by Proposition 2.4, cls(A) E . 1 (R, G). 
Now, by calculating the resolvent (U 1 x1 @x2) using the above form for II, we 
have the relation 
Condition (b) implies that (u 1 x1&p) belongs to S and so is integral over R. 
Moreover, the definition of O(m) implies that [O(m)lWn =O(tnn)/(@(n))“, which 
implies that (u 1 x@u/)” = (u ( x”@t,u”) for all o E Q. Hence, since 
ug,h=(l/pzb 1 (XOW’WBh)(uIxCW, 
,y* ur Ei; 
it follows that p2 3 u E R[G]. 
On the other hand, let A’= I,,, R ** g(ao). The element a0 is integral over R by 
condition (c) and hence so are all g(ao), with g E G. The discriminant 6 of the set 
k(ao): gEG) is a= IIXEGCalx)2, which belongs to R. Moreover, 6~ I (mod n). 
Therefore, if R, = Z,Oz R is the semilocalization of R at p, the set {[g(ao): g t’ G > 
forms a basis of the integral closure of R, in A’. Thus the product g(ao) h(ao) is 
an &-linear combination of { g(ao): g E G } . But those coefficients are ahe I/,~, ),; 
whence all Ug,h ERP. Hence for some m prime to p, tn l LQ~, E R. Now it follows 
that z.$, hE R for all g, h E G. _____ -- 
The condition p(cls(A t )) = ,~(cl$A,)) is equivalent o (a, f x0)!’ = (a?: I x~)~, where 
ai E TIGIX corresponds to Ai as described in Proposition 2.4. Now, this equality is 
equivalent to (a, I x0) = u l (a2 I x0) for some unit u with UPE ‘6 (R, G ). Clem-ly we 
may choose u = (al ai ’ 1 x0). Then by Proposition 2.5, the element 
VO 
1 pf’ xrn(g--I)um =- -- 
p I?1 = 0 U 
v( tn) 
generates a normal basis for the trivial Galois R-algebra, and so v = LeE c; g( vo)g is 
a unit in R(G]. Now (v Ixo)=u=(ala;’ I x0), whence alai’ E I/(R[G]I). 
To complete the proof we must show that p(cls(A t) 3 ’ k&t) =jf(cls(A ,))&ls(A,)). 
Choose T> R such that both Ai@R T* (i= 1,2) are trivial as Galois T*-algebras 
and let aiE TIGIX correspond to Ai as in Proposition 2.4; that is, ai:= CLic;a_F’- g, 
where {a:‘: g E G} is a normal R-basis. Then the elements 
form a normal R-basis for A3 = (A,@, A#, where 1L-I= {@g-l: gl~ 6). Setting 
a3= c a, (3) l g and identifying T with 7’8, T, we have a3 = aE - a?. Our result follows 
since cls(A 1 ) . cls(A2) = cls(4 3). 
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2.6. Corollary. Ij’ cls(A) E t 1~ (R, G), then (d(A/R))p’2 = Norm(B), where J&AS(A)) = 
8, and the norm is taken from S to R. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.3, property (b), we have 
d(A 1 R)Pi2 2 II (aIHP= fl (aIxr)P= fl 60. 
n w W 
3. Galois extensions 
This section gives a complete characterization of Galois extensions of R with a 
cyclic Galois group of order p. This generalizes a theorem of Childs [3] for the case 
where R contains pth roots of unity. Combined with Proposition 2.5, our result 
provides an explicit construction for unramified extensions imilar to that given by 
Ullom [12] for the case when R is a p-adic: field. 
3.1. Theorem. Let R be a comn dative ring with identity and let p be an odd 
prime such that 2~ is not a divisor of zero in R. Then the group of equivalence 
classes of Galois R-extensions with Galois group of order Q is ti(. 1 (R, G )). Under 
the isomorphism of Proposition 2.5, Il/(. 1 (R, G)) is isomorphic to the subgroup of 
lz(R, G) generated by elements of the form Or(p) for 8 E ~?(S,P), where T(m) = 
c ,,,;,,[mn/plw,’ and [* ] denotes rhe greatest integer function. 
Proof. Every equivalence class of Galois R-extensions belongs to . 1 (R, G); more- 
over, a Galois algebra A is a Galois extension if and only if 
d(A/R) E ,l/(R)/( g(R))‘. By Corollary 2.6, this holds if and only if p(cls(A)) is a 
unit. Thus the first assertion follows. 
Now let & = Or(p) for some 61E ‘I/(&P). If (m, p) = 1, then a straightforward 
calcularion shows that r( p)v(m) =pr(m); therefore, 0$“) E S;. Moreover, for all 
m, n ~0, it also follows that 0:(“‘+“)- “(‘w “(‘Q ESRp. Finally, setting O(m) = Or(lll), the 
congruence 8~ 1 (mod II~) implies 
[I”) (modnP). 
Now since fi - cm = -0 (mod n), it follows that BOe ti(‘/:(R, G)). 
Conversely, suppose & E fi(‘d’(R, G)). Choose integers m, n such 
1 + nQ. Since e,m= e,Wm (mod ti(S;)), we have 0;(p)= e,P-l (mod 
that m(Q- l)= 
#(SC)). Setting 
6 = 02, we therefore have do= ertp) (mod #(SC)). From the semigroup property of 
f(R, G) 
efip)e(p E q~,c)n ~-7(g), 
whence &, = W(p)9 and the proof is complete. 
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Since the firs. part of the proof does not require 6 to be a unit we also have, under 
the hypotheses of the theorem, the general containment 
(3.2) 
Child’s theorem (31 is obtained as the following corollary. 
3.3. Corollary. If R contains u pth root of unity, then 
t/(. I (R, G)) = tqR,~)/( ti(R,))p. 
Proof. Since R contains roots of unity, S is a direct of p - 1 ccpies of R and 
the elements of Q act on a typical element (Q, . . . , I-,_ l) in S by permuting the 
components. Therefore, if #=p(cls(A)) for some cls(R) E ti(. 1 (R, G)) - so that 
8 belongs to f(R,G) - defining condition (a) implies that 6 can, be written 
in the form 8 = (?‘l, . . . , rt”rl I ) l up for r E R and u E @(S,). Moreover, the set 
{/?tj: i= 1, . . . . p- 1) is just the integers from 1 to p- 1 in some order. Hence r= 1 
(mod np) and r is a pth power in R if and only if 8 is a pth power in S. The 
mapping br mod( ,l/(&))p therefore induces a homomorphism i’/(. I (R, G))-+ 
@(R,P)/( #(R,))p. The inverse is induced by the map r+(r, I); . . . , O)*(? 
4. Tame ramification in algebraic number fields 
This section returns to the question raised in the introduction con,cerning sets 
.‘/A: 1 F of primes that ramify tamely. Therefore, R = Q will be the ring of integers 
in an algebraic number field F. Furthermore, we will assume that p is unramified 
in F so that L = F(C) is a field extension of degree p - 1 and S= R[c] = Q.. 
If the prime ideal q of F is tamely ramified in a cyclic extension K 1 F of degree 
p, then the completion K, 1 Fs at q is totally and tamely ramified, so Fa must con- 
tain a pth root of unity (e.g., see Serre, Corps Locaux, Ch. IV, $2, Corollary 1). 
Hence q splits completely in L, whence q = Z$I #) for some prime 9 of L. On 
the other hand, if q splits completely in L, we can at least find a local cyclic extension 
TI FQ of degree p in which q is tamely ramified. For F[X]/(@(X)) is isomorphic to 
a direct product of p - 1 copies of FQ, and if we set 0 = &, 0, . . . , 0), where z,~ is a 
local uniformizing parameter, then 
v(p) = n (lq, 0, . . . , oy,J 
0 < nr < p 
is clearly not a pth power. Moreover, in view of (3.2), and since p is a unit in Fo, 
tT%z %(Q+G). Let A correspond to @P) according to Proposition 2.5. Thus 
d(A 1 Q) = rr(‘- I, and T- A * is the required local extension. Using I he Grunwald- 
Wang theorem [l], we obtain a global cyclic extension of degree I_’ in which q is 
tamely ramified. Thus every prime ideal of F which splits completely in F(c) belongs 
to some + 1 I-‘. In order to give an explicit description of the sets ./A CL, we use the 
following simplified characterization of ‘6 (R, G). 
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4.1. *Lemma. Assuming the hypotheses of this section, conditions (a) and (b) in the 
definition of ‘6’(R, G) imply condition (c). 
Proof. Let 6 E $5 satisfy conditions (a) and (b). Clearly 8 E ‘f (F, G) so that there is 
a Galois F-algebra K 1 F with a normal F-basis {&JO): g E G ) determined as in 
Proposition 2.5. Thus condition (iii) is equivalent to the integrality of cr,= 
(1 /p) . c @v@(m). 
First assume 8 is not a pth power. Then T= L(f#) is an extension field of L of 
degree p and K 1 F is an extension field of F of degree p. We claim p is unramified 
in K. For T 1 L is tame by [9, (3.1. l)] and so dT1 L is prime to p. Now dk 1 F divides 
dTI L, so dK 1 I; is also prime to p, and p is unramified in K. 
Now, letting tir: = g(ao), we have p l a, E OK and p. Q~=O (mod II&-), whence 
(PO Q&q)“- ’ = 0 (mod p&). If p is a prime divisor of p&, it follows that p l (I, = 0 
(mod p), but p!& is a product of distinct prime ideals and so all a, E Q. Hence 
0 belongs to lf;(R, G). 
Now, if 8 is a pth power, K is a direct product of p copies of F and oh is a 
direct product of p copies of R. The congruence (JJ. u$‘- ’ =O (mod p&) can be 
considered componentwise, and again we find that all uR E oh.. 
The next theorem is thl: main result of the paper. 
4.2. Theorem. Let F be an algebraic number field in which the (odd) prime p is 
unrumified. Let .y = ( q I, . . . , q,,, > be a nonempty set of distinct prime ideuls of F, 
each of which splits completely in F(&_,). 
Let Qi be a prime divisor of qi in F(&.) and set $?I = [I:, Die Then there exists a 
cyclic extension K 1 F oj’degree p such that .y is the set of primes of F that ramify 
tamely in K (i.e., .‘I = .‘I K I[.) if and only if there are elements tI,,, in F&J and an 
ideal 8 of F(&._,) such that grcrnJ = (e,,,) l 2YcntJ for all m L 0. Moreover, if these con- 
ditions ure sutkfied, 
(a) K 1 F can be chosen tamely ramified if and only if BP_ 1 (mods’ nP) 2 and 
(b) K 1 F can be chosen with a normal integral busis if and only if W(P) = (e,,), 
with eP= 1 (mod IP). 
Proof. Suppose K 1 F is given and let (g(uo): g E G } be a normal field basis. Write 
u= CREC g(q-J. Then we have the ideal factorization 
((aIxo)P)=~r(p)~ 8-P 
where, according to [12], IV#ti) = fl 4. NOW set ~,=(u(x~)~ and 8,,, = 
B(J’p)v(m) for m r 0. Then using the relat&k&( p) l v(m) = p l r(m) we have %r(m) =
&) l EP? Now if K I F is tame, then we may choose 6JP so that t?,,= 1 (mod+ nP). 
2 This congruence means that B,, - 1 is locally integral at all primes dividing n and satisfies the cor- 
responding local congruence. 
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Moreover, if K 1 F has a normal integral basis, then according to Proposition 2.5 we 
may assume p(cls(Q)) = g’,. Now 
and, using 
Therefore, 
tion 
where the 
relation 
dq= rI I’ -I. 9 9 
QE IA I 
Corollary 2.6, 
n 9 
l’(J) - I)'9=N 
r.pG$I~* 
0 e 'A I 
if we choose a prime divisor Sri of qi in L we have the ideal factoriza- 
sum runs through all u E IR, and the positive integers e$) satisfy the 
c e$=p(p- 1)/2 UJ 
(4.4) 
for each i. Now Oi(“‘) ES: and so we have for each m the congruence relations 
m 9 eii’ = e$,, (mod p), for some u(~z)ESZ. Therefore, if p divides one e:A’ it must 
divide all of them; whence, in view of (4.4) all ej:) are relatively prime to &p. Thus 
the set {e$): 0.~52) is just { 1,2, . . . . p - I } in some order. It follows that we may 
choose Sri in (4.3) so that T(P) = C, e$ co, and therefore (OJ = 9’(? Thk proves 
that the conditions in the theorem are necessary. 
Conversely, suppose YP’“) = (0,,,). % ‘(“‘) for all m ~0, where 8 is some ideal in L. 
Applying v(m) to both sides of the relation Qrtp)= (6,) 9 ‘$V’ we find that 
(0:) = (O”(“‘)) for all .mrO. Hence t?i=~,,, l O”(“‘), where E,,, is a unit. Applying T(P) 
to this equation shows @‘)E Y/(S)‘? We now define 
v= (UE #(S): l&Q ,l/(S)P); 
so V contains all the units E,,,. Now let e be a fixed primitive root (mod p) and 
define the mapping @ : V+ V by e(u) = z.$‘(~). Since @(u)‘(~) = u’~~‘)“(~) = @‘) it is 
clear that @( V)C V, and so @ is an endomorphism. If u E Ker(@), then I/ = IP 
for all i, and so P” ’ =u (mod u(S)p). Thus u*(~)=LI-* (mod k(S)“) and it 
follows that Ker(@)C ,l/(S)p. We further show that # is bijective on 
V/( ti(S))“.For, by the Dirichlet unit theorem, i!(S) is finitely generated as a Z- 
module and so V/( ,N(S))~ is finite, whence @[V/( k(S))“] = V/( !I(S))~- 
Returning to the relations t9[= e,,, . V(“‘), we may write E, = E:’ l u”(‘) for some 
u E V and some unit eo. Hence we may assume that 0: = 0i(e! It now follows easily 
that 8”(“) E Lp for all m 10, and so 0!, E ‘f, (F, G). 
Let “K 1 F be cyclic of degree p and have a normal F-basis {g(ao): g E G } with 
((a 1 xo)p)) = (e,> = 2P l 8 -p, 
where a = C, g(ao)g. By Proposition (3.2) of [12], .Q IF= .‘/. 
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Now suppose condition (a) holds. Then our previous arguments concerning 
# : V--+ V can easily be modified to show that each E, =Iz{e z$“), where A,, 
u, E 9(Q). Then for each prime p of F dividing p, OE iz’/( %‘(QB, G)). Therefore 
if K 1 F is chdsen as above, p is unramified in K, whence K 1 F is tamely ramified. 
Finally, suppose condition (b) holds. Then we may assume O[= 02”‘) for all 
~~20, and so 
6)wP)Mm + n) - v(m) - tin)] = @7(rn + n) - r(m) - r(n) . 
Since r(m + n) - r(m) - r(n) has nonnegative coefficients, Lemma 4.1 implies 
8 E V(R, G). Now the proof is completed by a direct application of Proposition 2.5 
and Corollary 2.6. 
According to [ 121 the cyclic extension K 1 F can be characterized as the intersection 
of the inertia fields of F(&,, m) for all primes of F dividing p; while an explicit 
basis is given in Proposition 2.5. 
4.5. Corollary. With F as ahove, there is a correspondence between discriminants 
of cyclic extensions K 1 F of degree p having a normal integral basis and ideals 9l of 
F&J satisfying (b) of Theorem 4.2, given by the W&ion dK 1 F = NF(C,) 1 F(%)‘- ‘. 
Proof. Use Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 4.2, part (b). 
Finally. suppose F is as in Theorem 4.2, part (b). Then according to Proposition 
2.5 and the proof of Theorem 4.2, Op belongs to %(@, G). Now, using the relation 
r(p) l v(m) =pr(m) and properties of r($3F, G), we have atim) = (o(m)) for all m 2 0 
and further, &IT(“+b)- T(u)- r(b) is an integral principal ideal for every pair of integers 
a, br 0. This generalization of (1.1) provides an interpretation of the results of [7]. 
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